In this paper it is taken up a revision and characterization of the class of absolutely continuous elliptical distributions upon a parameterization based on the density function. Their properties (probabilistic characteristics, affine transformations, marginal and conditional distributions and regression) are shown in a practical and easy to interpret way. Two examples are fully undertaken: the multivariate double exponential distribution and the multivariate uniform distribution.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to serve as a practical and quick survey on the class of continuous elliptical vector distributions, including specialized results for the continuous case which are meant to be precise, clear, easy to interpret and closer to applications.
Elliptical continuous distributions are those whose density functions are constant over ellipsoids as it is the case of normal distributions. This fact involves that many of the properties of normal distributions are maintained; for example, the regression functions are linear as in the normal case.
On the other hand, the whole class of continuous elliptical distributions is a very rich family, which can be used in many statistical procedures instead of the gaussian distributions, which are usually assumed.
General elliptical distributions, including the non continuous ones, have been fully studied: see [7] , [2] , [1] , [4] , [3] and [6] ; actually, many of the results shown here can be viewed as specializations of some ones from these references.
Nevertheless, these studies has been made in a general way upon a parameterization based on the characteristic function, and may not enlighten a first introduction to continuous elliptical distributions for applied statisticians. We make an approach focusing on the continuous case and using a parametrization closer to the density function. A wider development and revision of this subject may be found in [9] .
In Section 2 the family of absolutely continuous elliptical distributions is defined and its stochastic representation is shown. In Section 3 the probabilistic characteristics and affine transformations of an elliptical vector are studied. In Section 4 it is studied the marginal and conditional distributions and Section 5 studies the regression. Finally, in section 6 two particular cases are developed, as examples of application: the multivariate double exponential distribution and the multivariate uniform distribution.
Definition and stochastic representation of the family of absolutely continuous elliptical distributions
In this Section the definition of the family of absolutely continuous elliptical distributions is shown, its parameters are considered and some important subfamilies are shown. As an alternative characterization of elliptical distributions it is shown the stochastic representation.
The concept of elliptical distribution was firstly exposed in [7] and developed in the rest of the referenced bibliography, mainly from the point of view of characteristic functions. We show the definition based upon the density function.
The stochastic representation was proposed in [1] as an alternative description of elliptical distributions.
Definition 1. An absolutely continuous random vector
has a n-dimensional elliptical distribution with parameters µ, Σ and g, where µ ∈ R n , Σ is a positive definite (n × n) matrix and g is a non negative Lebesgue
if its density function is
. The notation X ∼ E n (µ, Σ, g) will be used.
As it follows immediately from next lemma, the function (2) is really a density function.
Lemma 2. If µ ∈ R n , Σ is a positive definite (n × n) matrix and g is a non
negative Lebesgue measurable function on [0, ∞), then
Proof. The result is obtained by changing y = Σ Although the parametric representation (µ, Σ, g) is essentially unique, it admits a minor variability in the parameters Σ and g. In fact, if X ∼ E n (µ, Σ, g),
and only if there exist two positive numbers a and
The proof of this statement can be found in [9] .
The parameters µ and Σ are location and scale parameters. The functional parameter g is a non-normality parameter.
The elliptical family contains the normal family, which corresponds to the functional parameter g(t) = exp − 1 2 t . It also contains a number of important subfamilies, which can be useful for robustness purposes. It has the scale mixtures of normal distributions; the reciprocal is partially true: it can be shown (see [2] ) that any elliptical density f can be written in the form
but the function H does not need to be a non increasing one.
As an intermediate family between the normal and the elliptical ones there is the power exponential family (see [5] and [9] ), which corresponds to g(t) = exp − 
where A is any square matrix such that A A = Σ, U (n) is a random vector uniformly distributed on the unit sphere of R n and R is an absolutely continuous non negative random variable independent from U (n) whose density function is
Proof. To proof the "only if" part, by making the change of variable Y = 
The density function (4) for R is obtained by applying theorem 2.5.5 from [4] .
The"if" part is obtained by making the change of variable
and applying theorem 2.5.5 from [4] . .
The density (2) can be rewritten in terms of this new parametrization as
, where q(
The module of The moments E[R s ] of the modular variable do exist if and only if
in this case
, the quadratic form taken from (2) and applied to vector X, has the same distribution that
The representation (3) suggests that an algorithm to generate an observation of a vector X ∼ E n (µ, Σ, g) would consist of: (1) finding a square matrix A such that A A = Σ; (2) generating an observation of the modular variable R according to its own distribution; (3) generating an observation of the uniform vector U (n) ; (4) obtaining X according to (3).
Probabilistic characteristics and affine transformations
We study probabilistic characteristics of elliptical distributions as well as their affine transformations.
Some aspects of the mean vector and covariance matrix may be found in [4] and [6] . The other characteristics, such as the kurtosis coefficient, are easily derived.
The basis references for affine transformations are also [4] and [6] .
Next theorem 4 shows the main moments and the skewness and kurtosis coefficients (in the general sense of [8] ) of elliptical vectors.
) and consider the stochastic representation
given by theorem 3.
(i) The mean vector E[X] exists if and only if E[R] exists. In this case, E[X] =
µ.
(
ii) The covariance matrix V ar[X] exists if and only if E[R
exists, then the skewness coefficient of X exists. In this case,
exists, then the kurtosis coefficient of X exists. In this case,
Proof. (i) and (ii) follow from theorem 2.6.4 from [4] .
(iii) The vectors X and Y that appear in the definition
have the same distribution as µ + A RU (n) and µ + A SV (n) , respectively, in the sense of theorem 3, where R, S, U (n) and V (n) are independent variables.
To prove this last statement, notice that for every
since u
is symmetrical around the origin. Since all the conditional expectations (7) are null, so is the absolute expectation.
It can be observed that the mean vector is the location parameter µ, the covariance matrix is proportional to the scale parameter Σ and the kurtosis coefficient depends only on the non-normality parameter g. The factor
that appears in (6) , is equivalent to the kurtosis coefficient of a symmetrical random variable Z with mean 0 such that |Z| d = R, whose density function,
Now, affine transformations of the form
The following theorem studies the case in which C is a (p × n) matrix with p < n and rank(C) = p.
(ii) Vector Y has the stochastic representation
, where 
Thus, there are two distribution equalities for Y , and from theorem 2.6.2(ii)
where B is the random variable in the statement; the
This proves part (ii). Now, since Y has the stochastic representation (8) , it follows that Y has the elliptical distribution obtained in part (i).
Marginal and conditional distributions
In this section we show the features of marginal and conditional distributions in an explicit, intuitive and easy-to-implement way. A more abstract study of this subject may be found in [1] .
Theorems 6 and 7 show the distribution and probabilistic characteristics of a subvector X (1) of a vector X ∼ E n (µ, Σ, g).
Theorem 6. Let X ∼ E n (µ, Σ, g), with n ≥ 2 and stochastic representation
Let us consider the partition X = (X (1) , X (2) ) , where 
), with
(ii) Vector X (1) has a stochastic representation of the form X (1)
as in theorem 5(ii).
Proof. It is clear that X (1) = CX, where
matrix, where the box I p is the (p × p) identity matrix and 0 p×(n−p) is the (p × (n − p)) null matrix. Thus, X (1) is an affine transformation of X, and the theorem is immediately obtained by applying theorem 5.
Theorem 7. With the same hypotheses and notations of theorem 6, (i) Vector E X (1) exists if and only if E[X] exists, or equivalently if E[R]
exists. In this case E X (1) = µ (1) .
(ii) Covariance matrix V ar X (1) exists if and only if V ar[X] exists, or equivalently if E R 2 exists. In this case V ar X
exists, then the skewness coefficient of X (1) exists and it is
exists, then the kurtosis coefficient of X (1) exists and it is
Proof. The theorem is obtained by applying theorem 4 to vector X (1) . Here,
. Theorem 8 and 10 study the conditional distribution and properties of the subvector X (2) .
Theorem 8. With the same hypotheses as in theorem 6, for each
11 Σ 12 and g (2.1) (t) = g t + q (1) , where
The density (10) corresponds to distribution (9) .
Next lemma will be used to proof theorem 10. (2) conditional to X (1) = x (1) exists and it follows next expression (2) conditional to X (1) = x (1) exists and it is (2) conditional to X (1) = x (1) exists and it follows next expression
Lemma 9. If n is an integer greater than 1 and g is a non negative Lebesgue measurable function on [0, ∞) such that
Proof. The theorem is obtained by applying theorem 4 to the conditional distribution (9) of X (2) . Here, under the conditions of each one of these parts, the moments E R s (2.1) of the modular variable do exist (for s = 1, 2, 3, 4), as can easily be derived from lemma 9. These moments are E[R
, the regression function of X (2) over X (1) is linear, as in the normal case.
Regression
As a natural development of the former concepts, we undertake in this section the study of regression. We show that the elliptical distributions behavior as the normal distribution in that their general function of regression is affine.
We consider the characteristics of forecasts and errors as well as the residual variance and the correlation ratio.
With the same notations as in section 4, we define:
is any function ϕ defined over the set
-for each forecast function ϕ, the functional of error is
-the general regression function is the best forecast function, which minimizes the functional ;
-the residual variance is the value of the functional corresponding to the general regression function.
As a reference, we consider the best constant forecast function. It can be shown that this function is, in any case,
and its functional of error
where tr means the trace.
It can also be shown that the general regression function is, in any case,
and the residual variance is
We define the correlation ratio as
In the next theorem the former concepts are applied to elliptical distributions.
Theorem 11. With the same hypotheses and notations of Theorem 8, if
is the stochastic representation of X in the sense of Theorem 3(i) , and supposing that moments exist:
The general regression function of X (2) over X (1) is the affine function ϕ defined as
(ii) For the random vector of forecasts,
we have
(iii) If we denote as Z the random vector of errors, (2) , and H the joint vector
then the distribution of H is elliptical:
with
The characteristics of Z are
.
(v) The residual variance is

Res.V ar. = tr(V ar[Z])
Theorem 10, we have
(ii) The mean of X (2) is
its covariance matrix is
(iii) We have that
11 µ (1) .
The rank of the matrix
I n−p is n; now the result is obtained by applying Theorem 5.
(iv) The distribution of Z is obtained as the marginal of its joint distribution with X (1) by applying Theorem 6. Moments are obtained by applying Theorem 7 and considering that the variable R H , from the stochastic representation of H, has the same distribution as the corresponding of X.
(v) For the residual variance:
(vi) For the correlation ratio:
These equalities relate parallel concepts:
We can observe that the correlation ratio η 2 (2.1) depends only on the scale parameter Σ.
Examples
The most important and best studied example of absolutely continuous elliptical distributions, of course, the normal distribution; we only point out that its main properties could be derived from the previous Sections by making
Here we show two other examples: the multivariate double exponential distribution and the multivariate uniform distribution.
The multivariate double exponential distribution is the elliptical distribution E n (µ, Σ, g) corresponding to the functional parameter g(t) = exp − , which satisfies condition (1) for each n ≥ 1. Its density function is 
where I S is the indicator function of ellipsoid S with equation (x − µ) Σ −1 (x − µ) ≤ 1. Figure 2 shows the graph of density function (15), for n = 2, µ = (6, 4) and Σ = 1 1 1 2 .
The modular density h, the moments of the modular variable R and the probabilistic characteristics of a vector X, for these two distributions, are shown in Table 1 . Probabilistic characteristics.
The functional parameter g (1) and the (marginal) probabilistic characteristics of a subvector X (1) are shown in Table 2 . Marginal characteristics.
Distribution of X (2) conditional to X (1) = x (1) is defined for all x (1) ∈ R p in the case of the double exponential distribution, and for all x (1) such that q (1) < 1 in the case of the uniform distribution. The functional parameter g (2.1) and the conditional covariance matrix are shown in 1−q (1) n−p+2 Σ 22.1 Table 3 . Conditional characteristics.
